The noise radiated from perfectly expanded coaxial jets was measured in an anechoic chamber for operating conditions with the same total mass ow and thrust and with the same temperature ratio. The shape of the measured noise spectrum at different angles to the jet axis was found to agree with spectral shapes for single, axisymmetric jets. Based on these spectra, the sound was characterized as being generated by large-scale turbulent structures or ne-scale turbulence. Modeling the large-scale structures as instability waves, a stability analysis was conducted for the coaxial jets to identify the growing and decaying instability waves in each shear layer and to predict their noise radiation pattern outside the jet. When compared to measured directivity, the analysis identi ed the region downstream of the outer potential core, where the two shear layers were merging, as the source of the peak radiated noise where instability waves, with their origin in the inner shear layer, reach their maximum amplitude. The changes in the measured noise directivity that occurred when the operating conditions were changed, holding mass ow and thrust constant, followed the trend predicted by the instability wave analysis.
I. Introduction S
UPERSONIC jet noise is generated by mechanisms associated with ne-scale turbulence, large-scale turbulent structures, and shocks. Depending on the jet operating conditions and the structure of the exhausting ow eld, each of these noise generating mechanisms can contribute to the noise radiated to the far eld at a given frequency and in differing amounts as a function of the direction from the jet to the observer. Because jet noise continues to be of concern in the development of advanced aircraft, it is hoped that a greater understanding of the jet noise generation process will lead to means by which the noise may be reduced while maintaining acceptable propulsion system performance.
One concept for reducing supersonic jet noise is to replace the single-stream jet with a dual-stream, coaxial jet. Recent separate studies have considered this concept analytically 1 and experimentally. 2 The initial conditions used in these studies set the jet for shock-free, perfectly expanded ow. The resulting noise is generated by turbulent mechanisms that primarily radiate noise toward the downstream arc of the jet. If the jet speed is suf ciently supersonic, the large-scale turbulent structures become dominant noise radiators when their phase velocity is supersonic relative to the speed of sound in the adjacent lower-speed or ambient ow. The addition of a lower-speed secondary ow to a single supersonic jet modi es the growth rate and phase velocity of the large structures in the primary ow shear layer and, if the jet conditions are properly chosen, it has been shown experimentallythat applying the secondary ow can lead to lower levels of radiated noise. 3 For noise generatedby large-scalestructures,the analysis uses the instability wave noise generation model. The large-scale structures that exist in the growing jet shear layer are modeled as instability waves that initially grow rapidly and then decay in the axial direction as the shear layer widens. Tam and Burton 4 developed a matched asymptoticsolution for the noise radiated from the instability waves Received 5 February 1999 ; revision received 27 July 1999; accepted for publication 4 August 1999. Copyright c°1999 by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc. No copyright is asserted in the United States under Title 17, U.S. Code. The U.S. Government has a royalty-free license to exercise all rights under the copyright claimed herein for Governmental purposes. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
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in the slowly growing shear layer of a single-stream, supersonic, axisymmetric jet. The equations developed were used to calculate the stability characteristics and the radiated noise directivity of an instability wave at a single frequency and a single mode number. Their results showed good comparisons with measurements from low-Reynolds-number jet experiments. Comparisons of calculated results with measured data were also made with high-speedjets 5 and high-temperaturejets. 6 This single-modemethod was later extended to include the addition of multiple modes using stochastic theory. 7 The instabilitywave noise generationmodel was applied to supersonic coaxial jets by Dahl and Morris. 1 The ability to complete the stability and noise calculationsdepended on computing numerically the mean ow for both velocity and density elds. 8 Thus, a variety of jet operatingconditions could be modeled, includingboth normal and inverted velocity pro les, and the stability and noise generation could be studied due to velocity and density ratio changes between the two jet streams and area ratio changes at the nozzle exit. The results were focused on the Kelvin-Helmholtz-type in ectional instabilities. Other modes can exist in supersonic jets that may or may not radiate noise. 9 Using the eigenvalue problem approach of the instability wave model, each of these modes would have to be found and investigated separately to determine any ability for them to radiate noise. Direct numerical calculations, such as those proposed by Hixon et al., 10 allow all radiating modes to develop naturally. The present paper is restricted to single-mode calculations.
Recently, Papamoschou 2 began small-scale experiments using perfectly expanded coaxial jets. The purpose was to explore ow conditions where Mach wave radiation is reduced from that of a single jet when a secondary stream is applied at proper conditions. Mach wave radiation comes from the dominant noise generated by instability waves convecting supersonically in the shear layer of a jet. It can be generated by both the Kelvin-Helmholtz-type and the supersonic-typeinstability modes. According to the model presented by Papamoschou, if the relative phase velocities of the Mach wave generating disturbances can be made subsonic in both shear layers, then Mach wave radiation can be reduced. The success of this approach has been shown in ow visualizations 2 and in acoustic eld measurements. 3 The experimental facilities that have been built allow acoustic data to be taken for noise generated by perfectly expanded coaxial jets, a conditionon which the instabilitywave theory for coaxial jets is based. At the time the initial analytical study of coaxial jets was completed, no sets of noise measurements of perfectly expanded, coaxial jets were known to exist to compare with predictions.Thus, the opportunityexists to compare the calculated analytical results to measureddata where Mach wave radiationexists.In the next section, the experimental method is described for setting up and measuring the noise from perfectly expanded, supersonic, coaxial jets. This is followed by a description of the characteristics of the measured noise spectra and noise levels in the far eld of the jet. The behavior of the noise levels with changing operating conditions is shown to be consistent with what is expected for normal-velocity-pro le jets at constant mass ow, thrust, and exit area conditions. The spectra suggest that large-scale turbulent structures are the dominant source of noise radiated in the downstream direction. This latter characteristic is used to justify using the instability wave noise generation model to determine the source of this radiated noise. After a brief description of the instability wave model, results from a stability analysis are used to describe the dominant source region. Finally, comparisons are made between predicted and measured noise radiation directivity patterns.
II. Experimental Method
Experiments were conducted in a coaxial jet facility with the capability of supplying mixtures of helium and air to the inner and outer ows (Fig. 1) . The inner nozzles, of 12.7-mm exit diameter, were designed by the method of characteristics for Mach numbers 1.5, 1.75, and 2.0. The outer nozzle formed a smooth contraction terminating in an exit diameter of 21.6 mm. Both ows exhausted into ambient, still air. Details of the facility can be found in Ref. 2 .
Helium-air mixtures allow variation of the gas constant R and, thus, of the velocity at xed Mach number and xed total temperature. A jet composed of a helium-oxygen mixture simulates very accurately the speed of sound, velocity, and growth rate of a hot jet at the same density ratio. 2 In this experiment, the mixtures were accurately metered so that the uncertainty in the gas constant was less than 5%. For all cases, the total temperature of the gas mixture was around 300 K. The exit density can be translated to the temperature of the simulated hot jet via the relation T / T 1 =q 1 / q . The experimental Mach numbers, velocity ratios, and simulated temperature ratios are shown in Table 1 . Typical Reynolds numbers in the experiments were 5 £ 10 5 for the inner ow, based on jet diameter, and 5 £ 10 4 for the outer ow, based on annulus thickness. The jet noise was recorded by a 1 8 -in. condensermicrophone connected to a preampli er and power supply (Bruel and Kjaer Models 4138, 2670, and 5935L, respectively). The microphone has a frequency response up to 150 kHz and was sampled at 400 kHz by a Table 1 Operating conditions for supersonic coaxial jet calculations fast analog-to-digital board (National Instruments AT-MIO-16E1) installed in a Pentium Pro computer. Each recording consisted of 54,280 samples (135 ms), correspondingto passage of about 10,000 eddies the size of the inner-jet diameter. The signal was high-pass ltered at 500 Hz by a Butterworth lter to remove spurious lowfrequency noise. The power spectrum of each recording was computed using a 1024-point fast Fourier transform with a full Hanning window. The microphone was calibrated daily before each series of recordings (Bruel and Kjaer Model 4231 calibrator).
Sound measurements were conducted inside an anechoic chamber, approximately8 m 3 in internal size, lined with acoustic wedges (Sonex) with an absorption coef cient higher than 0.99 for frequencies above 400 Hz. The microphone was mounted on an arm that pivoted around an axis passing through the center of the jet exit. This arrangement enabled sound measurement at a variety of radial r and polar w positions. The setup is shown in Fig. 2 . For each measurement, the power spectrum was computed according to
where
is the freeeld correction, and u is the angle between the sound propagation vector and the microphone axis that for the present experiments was 0 deg. The sound pressure level (SPL) spectrum is given by SPL( f ) = 10 log 10 S( f ) (2) and the overall sound pressure level (OASPL), which describes the contribution of all measured frequencies, is computed from the integral OASPL = 10 log 10
III. Experimental Results
The coaxial jet ow operating conditions for which calculations were conducted and experimental data were collected are shown in Table 1 . The rst three cases (CM1, CM2, and CM3) were chosen such that they all have the same mass ow, thrust, and exit area. These types of conditions were recommended by Tanna 11 for comparing noise results of different coaxial jets. For supersonic coaxial jetswith a higher-speedprimary streamsurroundedby a lower-speed secondarystream, the conditionof perfect expansionset the primary stream Mach number to the design Mach number of the nozzle. The remaining operating conditions for these cases, referred to as the constant ow condition cases, were found by iteration, subject to an additional criterion of holding the static temperature ratio constant between the two jet streams, until all cases had the same mass ow and thrust for the given coaxial nozzle exit area. The static temperature ratio was determined to be T 2 / T 1 =0.62. Hence, the primary variable parameter for the constant ow condition cases is the velocity ratio between the streams. The last three cases (CT1, CT2, and CT3) were chosen to vary only the outer jet stream velocity while holding constant the other fundamental jet ow operating conditions. For these cases, T 2 / T 1 =0.83. In performing the stability and noise calculations, the mean ow for the coaxial jet was provided by the method of Dahl and Morris. 8 The experiments used a mixture of gases to simulate the effects of temperature by changing the gas mixture density. Each stream then had its own gas constant and ratio of speci c heats. The mean ow code, however, was designed for a single type of gas with varying temperature. Thus, to complete the mean ow calculations, both an average gas constant and an average speci c heat ratio were used with the result that temperature ratios were slightly different from those used in the experiments as indicated in Table 2 .
Spectra and Levels
Spectra measured at r / D 1 = 80 are shown in Fig. 3 for the three constant ow condition cases at four angles from the exit axis, w , in Fig. 2 . (Note that, in the context of large distances from the jet, the spherical radius shown in Fig. 2 is used. Otherwise, the radius r is the cylindrical coordinate measured from the jet exit axis.) The data are plotted in terms of a Strouhalnumber Sr = f D 1 / U 1 over the range 0-0.5. The spectra have similar shapes for all three conditions. At low angles, there is a well-de ned peak at lower Strouhal numbers. The 20-deg spectra peak at about Sr =0.04, and the 40-deg spectra peak at about Sr = 0.06. As the angle increases, the peak becomes broader and moves to higher Strouhal number so that at 60 deg, the peak is at about Sr =0.14. Finally, at 80 deg, the spectra have broadened out until there is no clear peak shown for the data when plotted on this scale.
The OASPL for each of the six coaxial jet cases are shown in Table 3 as a function of the measurement angle to the jet axis. The trend of the constant ow cases is a decrease in OASPL as the velocity ratio increases. If we extrapolate to a velocity ratio of 1.0, or the equivalent single jet with the same mass ow, thrust, and exit area, then these normal velocity pro le jets are noisier than the equivalent single jet. These results agree with the conclusionsgiven by Tanna.
11 
Spectral Behavior
The spectral behavior, shown in Fig. 3 , was previously found in data taken on subsonic coaxial jets 12 and on supersonic coaxial jets that contained shocks. 13 Single, M =2, perfectly expanded supersonic jets also showed this behavior. 14 Stone et al. 15 developed an empirical model for coaxial jet noise prediction using the experimental observation that spectra have a similar shape between single and coaxial jets with a normal velocity pro le. The peaks of the coaxial jet spectra were shifted in frequency and direction due to the velocity and temperatureratio changes between the two streams. Recently, Tam et al. 16 correlated the spectral measurements from a large number of single-stream jets to derive a pair of similarity spectra that characterized the two types of turbulent mixing noise. One spectrum had a broad peak and characterized the noise from ne-scale mixing. The other spectrum had a narrower, well-de ned peak. It characterized the noise from large-scale mixing. Based on compressibility arguments, they stated that both noise generating mechanisms could exist to some degree in both subsonic and supersonic jets. Their spectra, either singularly or in combination, agreed well with data from axisymmetric, rectangular, and elliptic singlestream jets (see also Refs. 17 and 18). If we consider the spectral similarity observations used by Stone et al. 15 for both single and coaxial jets and consider the similarity of the measured spectral data shown in Fig. 3 , there is no reason why Tam's 16 spectra should not apply as well to coaxial jets.
A comparison between the jet noise similarity spectra and the measured spectra is shown in Fig. 4 for the three constant ow cases and in Fig. 5 for the three constanttemperaturecases. Figures 4 and 5 each show comparisons at four directivity angles. The shapes of the similarity spectra are prede ned. The unknown values are the peak frequency and the peak amplitude. These values were determined by a least-squares tting of the similarity spectra to the measured data. At 20, 40, and 60 deg, the measured spectra are shown to compare well with the large-scale turbulent mixing noise similarity spectrum. In contrast, an example comparison is shown at these angles of a ne-scale turbulent mixing noise similarity spectrum t to the measured spectrum that does not agree with the measured data at the peak and low-frequencyregions. These jets have a supersonic primary stream surroundedby a subsonicto sonic secondarystream, and these results indicate that, in the downstream direction from the jet, noise due to large structures dominates. The results for the leastsquares tting of the peak frequency and peak amplitude are shown in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively,for the large-scalesimilarityspectrum at the lower angles where this spectrumis clearlythe dominantshape of the measured data. At 80 deg, the measuredspectrafor the constant ow cases,shown in Fig. 4 , are no longer characterized by the large-scale similarity spectrum, but are better characterized by the ne-scale similarity spectrum. This result near normal to the jet axis agrees with spectral data comparisons for single stream supersonic jets. However, between directivity angles where the spectral shape is dominated by noise radiated from large-scale turbulent structures and directivity angles where the spectral shape is dominated by noise radiated from ne-scale turbulent mixing are directivities where the spectral shapes are derived from a combination of both large-and ne-scale turbulence-generated noise spectra. The 80-deg angle in Fig. 5 is such a condition for the constant temperature coaxial jet cases. As shown in Fig. 6 , the addition of some large-scale structure noise to the ne-scale noise results in a similarity spectrum that better correlates with the measured data, especially in the peak noise region near 20 kHz. Thus, out to an angle of at least 60 deg from the downstream jet axis, the radiated noise is dominated by large-scale structure mixing noise. It is this noise that is modeled using the instability wave noise generation theory. Next, after a brief review of the theory, we will identify the source region for the large-scale structure dominated noise region.
IV. Numerical Calculations
The calculationof the noise radiated from a supersonicjet is based on the linear, inviscid,instabilitywave theory. A thin free shear layer containing an in ection point in the mean velocity pro le is inherently unstable. Initially, an instability wave in the shear layer grows rapidly. This wave growth rate decreases as the shear layer widens until, eventually, the shear layer is too thick to support unstable waves and the wave amplitude decreases until it disappears. The growth and decay of the instability wave produces a range of wave number components. Those components that have a phase velocity that is supersonic relative to the ambient conditions will radiate noise to the far eld.
The shear layer of a supersonic jet grows slowly in the axial direction. This slow change in the axial direction compared to more rapid changes in the radial direction allows a locally parallel ow approximation to be used in solving for the disturbance quantities. 4 The governing equations of motion are linearized for small uctuating disturbancesabout the mean ow by replacing the instantaneous variables by a sum of a steady mean component and a small uctuating component,for example, u =ū + u 0 for the instantaneousaxial velocity,whereū is the steady mean axial velocity and u 0 is the small uctuating quantity. All of the uctuating disturbancequantities are then represented as waves traveling through a nonuniform medium. For example, the pressure disturbances are given by
where p(r, x) is the radial r distributionof the pressure disturbance at each axial x location, a (x) is the local complex wave number (a =a r + i a i and ¡ a i is the local growth rate), h is the azimuthal angle, n is the mode number, and exp( ¡ i x t ) is the harmonic time dependence. The linearized equations governing the disturbances can be combined to obtain a single equation,
This equation has been nondimensionalized by the exit conditions of the primary jet: spatial coordinates by R 1 , velocity by U 1 , and densityby q 1 . The time and radial frequencyare made dimensionless by U 1 / R 1 and the pressure by q 1 U 2 1 . To solve Eq. (5) at each axial location, the radial and axial variation of the mean ow velocitȳ u and densityq must be known quantities. As stated earlier, these quantities were obtained numerically. 8 The general solution to Eq. (5) can be written as the sum of two general linearly independent solutions that are functions of the radial and axial coordinates. Outside the jet, the mean ow becomes uniform, and Eq. (5) takes the form of Bessel's equation. This equation is used to enforce the boundary condition that the disturbances generated in the shear layer must decay away from the shear layer, that is,
and H (1) n is the nth-order Hankel function of the rst kind. At the jet axis, @p / @r is set to zero for n =0, and p = 0 for n > 0.
Outside the jet, the governing equations control acoustic disturbances with the same length scales in all directions. The solution to these outer equations is found by Fourier transforming the disturbance variables from the physical axial coordinate x to the wave number coordinateg . The matched asymptotic expansion technique is applied to construct a formula for the pressure disturbances outside the jet generated by the instability wave in the shear layer:
Equation (9) describes the Fourier transform into wave number space of the axial evolution of the nth mode spatial instability wave at a xed real frequency x with unknown initial amplitude A 0 . This equation describes the source in a noise radiation problem. Then, Eq. (8) multiplies this source term, g(g ), by a Hankel function to propagate the generated wave outside the jet and inverts the Fourier transform back to physical space. Equation (5) and its boundary conditions create an eigenvalue problem for a that is solved using a nite difference approximation. The local eigenvalue is found from the resulting diagonal matrix using a Newton-Raphson iteration technique for re nement yielding the local growth rate ¡ a i and phase velocity c ph = x / a r . Once a is determined at each axial location, the wave number spectrum is calculatedby Eq. 
V. Numerical Results

Stability Analysis
The results from the stability calculations for the coaxial jet case CM1 are shown in Fig. 7 for the outer shear layer and in Fig. 8 for the inner shear layer. Figures 7 and 8 each show the mean velocity eld by outlining the edges of the two potential cores and identify the region over which the two shear layers merge into a single shear layer. The remaining parts of Figs. 7 and 8 show the local phase velocity c ph , the local growth rate ¡ a i , and the instability wave amplitude calculated from the magnitude of the integrand in Eq. (9) when the initial amplitude is set to one. The results shown are for the n =1 mode because this mode typically had the largest wave amplitude.
For the outer shear layer, Fig. 7 shows that the instability wave grows and decays slowly at low Strouhal numbers. The outer shear layer has a larger velocity difference than the inner shear layer and sustains the growth of these longer wavelengthinstabilitywaves farther downstream to where the shear layers have merged. At higher Strouhal numbers, the instability wave grows more rapidly and decays more signi cantly before the outer potential core ends.
The phase velocity varies with the axial distance, rst decreasing and then increasing in velocity. According to theory, when the instability wave has a phase velocity that is supersonic relative to the ambient ow, then the wave radiates noise. This criterion is expressed by the general equation
where m =1 are the ambient ow conditions. Using the ow conditions for the outer shear layer of case CM1 in Eq. (10), we nd that when c ph > 0.393, as indicated by the shaded region in Fig. 7b , the phase velocity is supersonic relative to ambient conditions. The outer shear layer instability waves have a short distance during their initial growth, where their phase velocity is supersonic relative to ambient. However, before they reach peak amplitude, the phase velocity goes subsonic. As the higher-Strouhal-numberwaves decay, the phase velocity returns to supersonic conditions. The stability characteristics for the inner shear layer, shown in Fig. 8 , are quite different than the outer shear layer stability characteristics. For this case, all of the different Strouhal number modes calculated continue to grow past the end of the outer potential core and do not begin to decay until the inner and the outer shear layers are almost fully merged together. Near the nozzle where the outer potential core still exists, c ph > 1.102 is required for the inner shear layer instability wave phase velocity to be supersonic relative to the secondary ow. [Use m = 2 in Eq. (10) to represent the secondary ow conditions.] All of the phase velocitiesshown in Fig. 8b are subsonic using this criterion. Downstream of the outer potential core, the waves are attaining their maximum amplitude where the shear layers are becoming fully merged. There is only one shear layer in this region, and the phase velocities of the instability waves are now considered relative to ambient conditions. As indicated by the shaded region, we see that the phase velocitiesare well above 0.393, the condition for supersonic phase velocity relative to ambient and the creation of waves that radiate noise.
From Figs. 7 and 8 , we see that an instability wave, growing and decaying in the axial direction, travels through regions with subsonic and supersonic relative phase velocities. This process generates wave number components that may or may not radiate noise to the far eld of the jet. To show which components of the instability waves radiate as noise, the wave number spectra calculated by Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. 9a for both the inner and outer shear layer instability waves. As the Strouhal number increases, we see that the wave contains higher wave number content. The condition for far-eld noise radiation can be written in terms of the wave number coordinate g , de ned in the Fourier transformof the instabilitywave in Eq. (9), as
where c 1 (meter per second) is the ambient speed of sound. In Fig. 9 , the location of the upper limit of Eq. (11) is shown labeled with the Strouhal number. At lower wave numbers (to the left of the indicator), the wave number components radiate noise and at higher wave numbers(to the right of the indicator), the wave number components do not radiate noise. We nd that signi cant portions of the wave number components of the outer shear layer instability wave do not radiatenoise to the far eld. For the inner shear layer, the higher the Strouhal number is, the more the wave number spectrum lies in the region where noise radiation can occur. Figure 9a represents the wave number spectrum of the noise source. Through the use of Eq. (8), the source is propagated to the far eld. Each wave number component de ned within the bounds set by Eq. (11) radiates noise to a particulardirection in the far eld. The wave number component at the upper limit radiates at 0 deg or along the exit axis of the jet. Decreasingly lower wave number componentsthen radiate to increasinglylarger directivityangles until at g = 0, the directivity angle is 90 deg. The resulting directivity patterns are shown in Fig. 9b . Therefore, because the peaks of the noise source spectra of the outer shear layer instability waves lie near the upper limit, that noise is directed downstream of the jet near the axis. In contrast, the inner shear layer has noise sources that radiate at larger angles to the jet exit axis.
The effect of changing the velocity ratio at constant mass ow, thrust, and exit area on the stability characteristics is shown in Fig. 10a . In this example, the wave number spectra at Sr = 0.12 are shown for both the inner and the outer shear layer instability waves. As the velocity ratio decreases,the instabilitywave in the outer shear layer grows and decays more rapidly at a constant Strouhal number, and with lower mean velocities in this shear layer, the phase velocity also decreases resulting in higher wave number components that do not radiate noise to the far eld. In contrast, the inner shear layer gets larger, and the wave number componentsof the instability wave that radiate noise grow larger in amplitude. A similar process is followed by the constant temperature cases shown in Fig. 10b . To varying degrees, the dominance of the inner shear layer instability waves in radiating noise to the far eld occurs for all of the Strouhal numbers used in the stability calculations.
Radiated Noise
We now consider the noise radiation characteristics of the instability waves in the coaxial jet compared to measured data. Because the initial amplitude of an instability wave at each frequency and mode is unknown, the comparisons between the measured and the calculated directivities were made by matching the peak amplitude of the calculated directivity to the peak amplitude of the measured directivity obtained from a cubic spline interpolation of the measured data. Hence, the comparisons shown here are qualitative and based on directivity characteristics.
The measured spectral data at seven directivity angles are replotted as a function of the directivity angle at a xed Strouhal number. The results are shown in Fig. 11 for the three constant ow conditions at four different Strouhal numbers. Clearly, the noise at these Strouhal numbers has a peak directivity in the range from 40 to 60 deg from the jet exit axis. From the spectral comparisons in Fig. 4 , the large-scale structures were inferred to be the dominant noise sources radiating to at least a 60-deg angle from the jet exit axis. Furthermore, we showed in Fig. 9 that only the inner shear layer instability waves that continued to grow to their peak amplitude downstream of the outer potential core before decaying radiated noise to large angles away from the jet exit axis. The computed directivities for the four higher-Strouhal-number instability waves originatingin the inner shear layer are shown in Fig. 9b to have their peak noise radiated between 40 and 60 deg. This is in contrast to the many instability waves from both the inner and outer shear layers that radiate noise at angles closer to the jet axis. Thus, based on this instability wave analysis,the only large-scalestructureor instability wave generated noise that can radiate to the peak directions shown in Fig. 11 for the measured data originate in the inner shear layer. To illustrate this analysis, in Fig. 11 we show the calculated directivity results, from using Eq. (8), for the n =1 mode inner shear layer instability waves that radiate at large angles to the jet axis, for the constant ow cases. The predicted peak directivities are shown to correspond to the measured peak noise region, especially at higher Strouhal numbers. The subtle shifts in directivity that are predicted with increased Strouhal number are also followed by the measured data. As the Strouhal number increases, the peak directivity shifts to higher angles away from the axis. Figure 11 also shows that the calculated directivitiesfor the n = 1 mode correspond with the measured directivities when the velocity ratio U 2 / U 1 decreases from 0.58 to 0.22. Dahl and Morris 1 predicted, for a different set of operating conditions, that the effect of decreasing the velocity ratio on inner shear layer instability wave noise radiation is to shift the peak of this noise radiation to lower angles at a given Strouhal number. The measured data for the three constant ow conditionsshown in Fig. 11 follow this trend. Dahl and Morris also predicted that the radiated noise levels from the coaxial jets relative to that of the equivalentsingle jet increase with decreasing velocity ratio. This trend is also followed by the measured data.
The predicted directivity patterns shown in Fig. 11 are much narrower than the measured directivity pattern at the higher Strouhal number. Tam and Chen 7 have shown calculated results for a Mach 2 single jet at a Strouhal number of 0.4, where there are signi cant contributions to the radiated noise from higher mode number instability waves, thus, broadeningthe peak. Figure 12 shows an example where the presence of multiple modes may have this effect. Here, the n = 0, 1, and 2 modes have been placed on Fig. 12 , without regard to their relative level, to show the possibility of broadening the predictedpeak directivity pattern. There are other noise sources that also contribute to the broadeningof the directivity pattern including the instability wave generated noise from the outer shear layer that radiates to angles near the axis and the ne-scale mixing noise that is dominant closer to 90 deg from the axis. Research is continuing on the prediction of the relative contributionsof these noise sources.
A nal set of directivity comparisons are shown in Fig. 13 for the constant temperature cases. The calculations were performed using the Strouhal numbers that correspond to the peak frequencies for the spectra shown in Fig. 5 at 40 and 60 deg and at 50 deg. The measured data show that the peak spectral level in a particular direction does not necessarily correspond to the peak level in the directivity pattern. In Fig. 5 , the peak level at 60 deg occurs at Sr ¼ 0.1. Figure 13c shows that the peak in directivity most likely occurs between 50 and 60 deg, which corresponds well with the predicted directivity. In contrast at 50 deg, the peak spectral level corresponds with the peak in the directivity pattern. Finally, for these constant temperature cases, the direction of the peaks in the directivity patterns change little as the velocity ratio changed in contrastto the shifts that occurredfor the constant ow cases;though in the latter cases,the greatestchangesin directivityare seen to occur between when U 2 / U 1 =0.22 and the two larger-velocity-ratiocases at constant ow conditions,shown in Fig. 11 . Nonetheless, for both sets of conditions, the measured directivity at these large angles correspond to the predicted directivities.
VI. Conclusion
The measured noise spectra, generated by the supersonic coaxial jets in this study, can be characterized by the same similarity spectra that Tam et al. 16 used to characterize single-stream supersonic jets. Even though this characterizationis remarkable, we have analyzed just a few of the large possible number of coaxial jet operating conditions and nozzle geometries; thus, it is not possible to generalize that the noise spectra generated by all other coaxial jets can be characterized by these single jet similarity spectra. Nonetheless for the coaxial jet cases presented, where the primary jet stream is supersonic and perfectly expanded and the secondary jet stream is either sonic or subsonic,the agreement of the measured spectra with the large-scale turbulent structure similarity spectrum showed that large-scale structures generated the noise that dominates in the downstream direction. The numerical calculations that followed after these spectral comparisons were used to identify the source region for the noise from the large-scale structures that generated these identi able spectra.
Using instability waves to model the large-scale structures, we computed the stability characteristics for both the inner and the outer shear layers that were used to determine the axially growing and decaying behavior of the instability waves. These waves represented a noise source that was used to compute the directivity of the sound radiated by each wave toward the ambient region outside of the jet. The noise from the outer shear layer instability waves radiated toward the axis of the jet, whereas the noise from the inner shear layer instability waves radiated in directionsup to 60 deg from the jet axis. The measured directivities for Strouhal numbers from 0.12 to 0.4 showed peak directivities in the range from 40 to 60 deg from the jet axis. Because the measured spectrum of the noise in these directions was dominated by large-scale structure or instability wave-generated noise, we inferred from the instability wave noise generationanalysis that this noise was generatedby instability waves originating in the inner shear layer and reaching their maximum amplitude downstream of the outer potential core where the two shear layers merge. When the coaxial jet operating conditions had the same constant total thrust, mass ow, and exit area, the peak noise direction for these instability waves shifted to lower angles to the jet axis as the velocity ratio decreased. The measured noise directivity followed this trend. Thus, the measured data on the peak noise radiation direction and that on the shift of the peak direction with operating condition changes were both consistent with the behavior of the directivity computed for the noise radiated from the inner shear layer instability waves in a supersonic coaxial jet.
